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Abstract
We study electron transport through a semiconductor superlattice subject to
an electric field parallel to and a magnetic field perpendicular to the growth
axis. Using a single miniband, semiclassical balance equation model with both
elastic and inelastic scattering, we find that (1) the current-voltage characteristic becomes multistable in a large magnetic field; and (2) “hot” electrons
display novel features in their current-voltage characteristics, including absolute negative conductivity (ANC) and, for sufficiently strong magnetic fields,
a spontaneous dc current at zero bias. We discuss possible experimental situations providing the necessary hot electrons to observe the predicted ANC
and spontaneous dc current generation.
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As first realized by Esaki and Tsu [1], semiconductor superlattices (SSLs) are excellent
systems for exploring nonlinear transport effects, since their long spatial periodicity implies
that SSLs have small Brillouin zones and very narrow “minibands.” Applied fields accelerate
Bloch electrons in a band according to Bloch’s acceleration theorem, k̇ = −(e/h̄)[E + (v ×
B)/c], where k is the crystal momentum of the electron, −e its charge, E the electric field,
B the magnetic field, v the electron’s velocity, and c the speed of light. In SSLs, both the
velocity and effective mass depend on the crystal momentum; in fact, the effective mass
is negative above the band’s inflection point, corresponding to the fact that electrons slow
down to zero velocity as the reach the edge of the Brillouin zone. The acceleration of
the external fields is balanced by scattering processes that limit the crystal momentum of
electrons. In clean SSLs with only modest fields, electrons can reach the negative effective
mass (NEM) portion of the miniband before scattering. For an electric field oriented along
the SSL growth axis, the current-voltage characteristic exhibits a peak followed by negative
differential conductivity (NDC) when a significant fraction of electrons explore the NEM
region of the miniband [1]; with an additional magnetic field perpendicular to the growth
axis, NDC occurs at a larger bias because the magnetic field impedes the increase of crystal
momentum along the growth axis [2].
In this letter, we study electron transport through a single miniband of a spatially homogeneous SSL with growth axis in the z-direction in the presence of a constant magnetic field,
B, in the x-direction and an electric field, E, in the z-direction. We assume a tight-binding
dispersion relation for the SSL miniband, ǫ(k) = h̄2 ky2 /2m∗ + ∆/2[1 − cos(kz a)], where ǫ
is the energy of an electron with crystal momentum k, m∗ is the effective mass within the
plane of the quantum wells (QWs) that form the SSL, ∆ is the miniband width, and a the
SSL period.
Generalizing the approach of [3] to include the effects of the magnetic field, we obtain
the following balance equations [4]
eB
V˙y = − ∗ Vz − γvy Vy
mc
2

(1)

BVy
e
[E −
] − γvz Vz
m(εz )
c
eB
ε˙z = −eEVz +
Vy Vz − γε [εz − εeq,z ].
c

V˙z = −

(2)
(3)

The average electron velocity, V = (Vy , Vz ), is obtained by integrating the distribution function satisfying the Boltzmann transport equation over the Brillouin zone; and γvy and γvz
are the relaxation rates for the corresponding components of V following from elastic impurity, interface roughness and disorder scattering, and inelastic phonon scattering. It is
convenient to separate the total energy of the electrons into parts associated with longitudinal and transverse motion. Doing so, εz is the average energy of motion along the growth
axis with equilibrium value εeq,z ; γε represents its relaxation rate due mainly to inelastic
phonon scattering (elastic scattering that reduces the energy of motion along the superlattice growth axis and increases the energy of (transverse) motion within the QWs also
contributes). Note that the balance equations contain an effective mass term dependent on
εz , m(εz ) = m0 /(1 − 2εz /∆), which follows from the crystal momentum dependence of the
effective mass tensor; in this expression, m0 = 2h̄2 /∆a2 is the effective mass at the bottom
of the SSL miniband. Because of the constant effective mass for motion within the plane
of the QWs, the energy of this motion does not enter the balance equations. While the
magnetic field does not change the total electron energy, it does transfer energy between
in-plane motion and εz , hence Eq. (3) contains the magnetic field-dependent term.
For an intuitive understanding of the balance equations, we can consider them as describing an “average” electron whose velocity changes according to Newton’s second law,
V̇ = F/m(ε), with F representing electric, magnetic and damping forces. The mass tensor
m(ε) is diagonal and mzz depends on the energy of motion in the z-direction; this component
of the energy evolves according to ε˙z = Fz Vz − Pdamp . Inelastic scattering to the average
energy εeq,z (which may not be the bottom of the miniband) leads to the damping term,
Pdamp . This gratifyingly intuitive picture should not obscure the result that our balance
equations have been derived systematically from the full Boltzmann transport equation.
For numerical simulations, we introduce the scalings vy = ((m0 m∗ )1/2 a/h̄)Vy , vz =
3

(m0 a/h̄)Vz , w = (εz − ∆/2)/(∆/2), w0 = (εeq,z − ∆/2)/(∆/2), B = eB/(m∗ m0 )1/2 c and
ωB = eEa/h̄ (the Bloch frequency of the electric field). Note that the average electron
energy is scaled such that -1 (+1) corresponds to the bottom (top) of the miniband. In
terms of the scaled variables, the balance equations read
v˙y = −Bvz − γvy vy

(4)

v˙z = ωB w − Bvy w − γvz vz

(5)

ẇ = −ωB vz + Bvy vz − γε (w − w0 ).

(6)

The current across the superlattice I = −eNA(∆a/2h̄)vz,ss , where N is the carrier
concentration, A the cross-sectional area and vz,ss the steady-state solution to Eq. (5). By
setting the time derivatives in Eqs. (4)-(6) to zero, we obtain the following equation relating
vz,ss and hence the SSL current to the applied bias,
3
2
C 2 vz,ss
+ 2CωB vz,ss
+ [γvz γε + ωB2 − γε w0 C]vz,ss − γε w0 ωB = 0,

(7)

where C = B2 /γvy . This cubic equation for vz,ss implies that there may be up to three
steady-state current values for a given bias [5].
In figure 1, we plot −vz,ss , which is proportional to the current across the SSL, as a
function of scaled voltage, ωB , for various scaled magnetic fields strengths, C, with equal
momentum and energy relaxation rates, γvz = γε . With no magnetic field (Fig. 1a), the
current exhibits a peak followed by negative differential conductance (NDC) and satisfies the
well-known expression vz,ss = (−w0 /γvz )ωB /(1 + ωB2 /γvz γε ) [6]. A magnetic field increases
the value of the electric field at which the current reaches its maximum value (Fig. 1b), as
has been observed in recent experiments [2]. Finally, for larger magnetic fields (Fig. 1c), the
current-voltage characteristic from the balance equations has a region of multistability with
three possible currents. For SSL parameters of ∆ = 23 meV, a = 84Å, and γvy = γvz = γε =
1.5 × 1013 sec−1 , [2], multistability requires a magnetic field of 21 T, but the semiclassical
balance equation is not applicable at such large fields. However, for SSL parameters of
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∆ = 22meV, a = 90Å, and γvy = γvz = γε = 1012 sec−1 , [7], multistability should occur for a
modest magnetic field of 1.4 T.
Let us now consider the situation of “hot” electrons. In this case the electron distribution
is highly non-thermal, even without the applied fields. The electrons do not have time to
relax to the bottom of the miniband before leaving the SSL. We can effectively describe these
hot carriers as relaxing to the top half of the miniband, i.e, as having w0 > 0. This may
happen in a very clean SSL, at very low temperatures, when the inelastic mean free path is
comparable with the SSL size. The hot electrons may be obtained by injection [8,7,9] or by
an optical excitation. Below we will discuss how to achieve this situation experimentally.
For zero or small magnetic fields (Fig. 2a), absolute negative conductance (ANC) occurs
as the current flows in the opposite direction as the applied bias. Then, in larger magnetic
fields (Fig. 2b), a region of multistability appears around zero bias; a linear stability analysis
shows the zero current solution becomes unstable as soon as the nonzero current solutions
emerge. In other words, the SSL will spontaneously develop a current across it at zero bias.
The three possible steady-state velocities at zero bias are
vz,ss = 0, ±(

γε w0 C − γvz γε 1/2
) ,
C2

(8)

so a spontaneous current will appear when the condition w0 C > γvz (in other words,
w0 B2 /γvy > γvz ) is satisfied. Since C and γvz are always positive, this requires that w0
be positive; neither thermal effects nor doping can fulfill the necessary condition for a zerobias current: hot electrons are required. Physically, one clearly needs energy to create the
spontaneous current, and this energy is supplied by hot electrons.
These two results for hot electrons, i.e. ANC and spontaneous current generation, follow
from their negative effective mass in the top half of the miniband. To understand the origin
of the ANC, consider a one-dimensional SSL with electrons at their equilibrium position at
the bottom of the band, w0 = −1, and no electric field; when a positive bias is applied,
ωB > 0, the electrons move through the band according to kz˙ a = −ωB until a scattering
event occurs. Elastic scattering conserves energy, sending an electron across the band in
5

this one-dimensional case. Inelastic scattering changes the electron energy to w0 , i.e. kz =0.
(Hot electrons inelastically scatter to w0 > 0, possibly gaining energy.) In Fig. 3, the
electric field accelerates the electrons from their equilibrium position at point A; inelastic
scattering prevents many electrons from passing point B, so electrons are found mainly in
the segment AB. Elastic scattering sends electrons into the segment AC, which contains
fewer electrons than the segment AB. In this tight-binding miniband, the velocity of an
electron with crystal momentum kz is V(kz ) ≡ h̄−1 ∂ǫ/∂kz = (∆a/2h̄) sin(kz a); because the
segment AB has more electrons, there is a net negative velocity, or a positive current, as
expected for a positive voltage. In the presence of hot electrons, when w0 > 0, the two
points labeled D1 and D2 initially are occupied with equal numbers of electrons and no
current flows. Once applied, the electric field accelerates electrons such that they occupy
the segments D1E1 and D2E2, as inelastic (non-energy-conserving) scattering returns them
to their quasi-equilibrium energy at points D1 and D2; elastic scattering leads to a smaller
number of electrons in the segments D1F1 and D2F2. The speed of electrons above the
inflection point of the miniband decreases as the magnitude of their crystal momentum
increases towards the edge of the Brillouin zone, thus the electrons in the segment D2E2
have a larger speed than those in the segment D1E1. A positive net velocity or, in other
words, a negative current results; this is the absolute negative conductivity shown in figure
2a.
An intuitive picture of the spontaneous current generation also follows from the miniband structure of an SSL in an external magnetic field. Consider a small, positive current
fluctuation across the SSL resulting from extra electrons at the initial energy w0 > 0, point
D2 in Fig. 3. The crystal momentum evolves according to k̇ = −(e/h̄c)V × B; with Bx > 0,
initially k˙y > 0, hence k˙z < 0. The electron moves from point D2 towards E2 with increasing
speed, until inelastic scattering returns the electron to its quasi-equilibrium initial position
or elastic scattering sends it across the band. For a large enough magnetic field, small
enough elastic scattering and electrons far enough into the NEM region of the miniband (as
specified by the requirement w0 B2 > γvy γvz ), the initial current fluctuation will increase, the
6

zero current state will be unstable to such small fluctuations, and the SSL will develop a
spontaneous current.
Experimentally, it is possible to obtain these hot electrons with w0 > 0 by injecting
electrons into the NEM portion of the miniband, as was described recently in references
[8,7,9]. In this injection geometry, two mechanisms contribute to the current through the
SSL: first, coherent tunneling through the whole SSL, and, second, incoherent transport
of scattered electrons that do not maintain phase information [7]. The balance equations
describe these latter electrons. While the electrons in the NEM region can support a current
instability, those that have scattered to the bottom of the miniband cannot, so it is vitally
important to keep the miniband width below the LO phonon energy of 36 meV in order to
limit phonon scattering. In this case, the balance equations describe the behavior of electrons
that have scattered elastically, primarily because of disorder. When the injection energy is
in the forbidden region below the miniband, there is no appreciable current through the SSL;
as the injection energy is swept through the miniband, the current increases, since electrons
incident at the miniband energy can traverse the SSL. The current then decreases again
when the injection energy passes through the top half of the miniband. The sharpness of
this decrease depends on the miniband width because phonon replicas emerge when electrons
having undergone LO phonon scattering are at the miniband position. For a sharp feature,
a narrow miniband is important (see Fig. 3 in reference [8]), such that the width of the
incident wavepacket (about 17meV) plus the miniband width is less than the LO phonon
energy (36meV).
To observe the hot electron effects we predict, the transmitted current- injection energy
characteristic must first be measured with no external fields; the experiment must then be
repeated with a magnetic field in the plane of the quantum well. While such a field reduces
the coherent current [9], if sufficiently strong, it can lead to spontaneous current generation
for electrons incident near the top of the miniband, i.e. between the peaks in the currentinjection energy curve. This current instability would cause the current to flatten, or even
increase, between the main peak and its phonon replica. To observe the ANC, the current7

injection energy curves must be measured for positive and negative voltages; it is known
that in a positive or negative bias the location of the current peak shifts due to the voltage
drop across the drift region and the coherent current decreases [7]. When the phonon replica
current is small, it may also be possible to observe a change in the shape of the current peak.
For positive bias, the current below the peak, at injection energies in the lower half of the
miniband, increases. Meanwhile the current above the peak, for injection energy in the top
half of the miniband, decreases due to ANC; the current drops off more rapidly on the highinjection energy side of the current peak. Just the opposite occurs for a negative bias: since
ANC causes the current to increase for injection energies in the top half of the miniband, the
peak drops less sharply. Finally, we note that recently Kempa and coworkers have studied
the possibility of generating non-equilibrium plasma instabilities through a similar selective
energy injection scheme [10]. The other possibility to create the hot electrons is an optical
excitation of electron-hole pairs. As far as we aware, this approach has not yet been used
specifically as a method of injecting hot electrons into an SSL.
In summary, we have described new physical effects—-incoherent current flow opposite to
the direction of the applied electric bias and spontaneous current generation for hot electrons
in a transverse magnetic field—in an SSL with nonequilibrium electron excitations and have
suggested how they might be observed in experiments. We hope our experimental colleagues
will search for these effects.
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Scaled current-voltage characteristic for an SSL with equal momentum and energy
relaxation rates, γvz = γε , at zero temperature, w0 = −1, with no magnetic field, C = 0 (a), in a
small magnetic field, C = γvz (b), and in a large magnetic field, C = 15γvz (c).
FIG. 2. Scaled current-voltage characteristic for an SSL with equal momentum and energy
relaxation rates and hot electrons, w0 = 0.5, in a small magnetic field, C = γvz (a), and in a large
magnetic field, C = 5γvz (b).
FIG. 3. Miniband structure for SSL: scaled energy vs. crystal momentum along growth axis.
Labeled points are described in text.
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